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Abstract:  
 

This research examines the archetypes contained in four films about Appalachia and Appalachian people 

during the decade of the 1980s.Three of the films spotlight strong, competent, creative female characters who 

represent the best qualities of the Appalachian Woman. The fourth film returns to the coal-mining roots of the 

Appalachian Region and documents the class struggle between coal miners and coal company operators.  
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INTRODUCTION 
  

This article is the fourth in a set of six studies tracing the mass media archetypal patterns associated 

with Appalachia and Appalachian people from the early 1900s to the present day. This study examines four 

films, three of which present significant developments in the archetype of the Appalachian Woman. Note 

that the term archetype is used, not stereotype. In earlier articles (Hirschman 2021a, 2021b), several female 

Appalachian characters – for example, Daisy Mae, Mammy Yokum, and Daisy Duke -- were described as 

stereotypes; that is, their narrative characters were presented in a way that invited potential ridicule by others; 

they displayed exaggerated characteristics which could be used to create cruel humor. In contrast to these 

earlier images, three of the films discussed here, Coal Miner’s Daughter, Sweet Dreams and The River present 

inspiring, and largely accurate, portrayals of women who live(d) in Appalachia. Two of them are biographical; 

the third is fictional. Let’s take a look. 
 

Coal Miners Daughter (1980).  As we know from John Fox jr.s foundational book, Trail of the 

Lonesome Pine, coal mining has been present in Appalachia since the late 1800s (see Hirschman 2021a). With 

it came the railroads and external capital required to fund large-scale mining. From the outset, many 

Appalachian men spent their entire adult lives working in coal mines. Farming was done “on the side” in order 

to produce food for the family, but Appalachia was never a primary grain, beef or milk production site on the 

scale of the Midwest (www.wvpubic.org, www.epa.gov/sc-mining). 
 

Coal Miner’s Daughter is a biographical film about the life of country music singer Loretta Lynn (see 

Lynn 2002/1993, www.imdb.com). At the beginning of the narrative, an Appalachian moonshiner tells a 

young man (who will later become Loretta Lynn’s husband), “ there’s only three things you can do in these 

mountains – coal mine, moonshine, and goin’ on down the line” i.e., leaving the area. In this time period, the 

mid-1940s, he was entirely correct. The educational system throughout Appalachia was very weak, there was 

little heavy industry (chemical companies such as Tennessee Eastman being the exception), and the road 

system was underdeveloped. The primary transportation system revolved around freight and passenger trains 

which were essential to the economy of the region. Political power was vested in a few prosperous families 

who monopolized the state and local offices (see Hirschman 2021b). 
 

Three key elements altered this state of affairs in the late 1940s and into the 1950s – the Tennessee 

Valley Authority, the radio and World War II.  
 

The Tennessee Valley Authority. Even by Depression standards, the Appalachian Region was in 

dire straits in 1933. Malaria infected approximately thirty percent of the population and the average income 

was only $639 per year, with some families surviving on as little as $100 per year.  

 

http://www.wvpubic.org/
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Appalachian land was badly depleted from over-farming and erosion -- recall the poor condition of 

Alvin York’s family farm in Tennessee (see Hirschman 2021a). To assist economic development in the 

Appalachian Region, the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) was created by Congress in May 1933. Its 

charter was to introduce residential and commercial electrical service, develop flood control dam systems, 

provide agricultural expertise and appropriate crop fertilizers, prevent forest fires (Smokey the Bear) and 

create federal wildlife preserves (Selznick 1949, Shapiro 1970, Talbert 1987). 
 

By far the most important aspect of the TVA program was electricity generation; this enabled not only 

farm modernization, but also industrial development – expanding occupational opportunities and increasing 

productivity. Incomes rose, and the health of the Appalachian population increased dramatically (Talbert 

1987).   
 

The Radio 
 

Radio, especially AM radio, was the first mass communication medium to reach broad sections of 

rural America. Radio programming grew rapidly in the Southeastern US during the late-1930s and by the 

1940s reached virtually all portions of the Appalachian population (Cox 2009). Rural AM radio stations 

usually carried local entertainment and could be picked-up in homes many miles distant from the station. This, 

combined with the advent of electrical service in these same areas, gave Appalachian residents – most of 

whom had never left the mountains—their first window to the ‘outside world’ (Cox 2009). In Appalachia, 

country music has deep roots (recall Daniel Bonne’s dulcimer (Hirschman 2021b)), and community 

gatherings often featured local bluegrass and ‘old-time music’ bands composed of amateur players. Primary 

instruments were the bass fiddle, guitar, and fiddle. With the arrival of nearby radio stations, these musicians 

could make their live performances available to anyone within range of the signal (Cox 2009).  
 

Nashville, TN became ‘home’ to many regional musicians with the opening of the Ryman Auditorium 

in 1925. The Ryman presented not only live stage performances, but also broadcast these over AM station 

WSM, which, with its 50,000 watts, could reach a large area of Appalachia. Known as the Grand Ole Opry, 

these performers gained regional fame (GrandOleOpry.com. The Opry also created interest in and 

appreciation for what became known as “country and western music” across the US (GrandOleOpry.com). 

This made a dramatic difference in the lives of two Appalachian women we will discuss: Loretta Lynn and 

Patsy Cline. Both were born into poverty with few prospects for their future. But first, let’s consider one 

additional formative event: World War II. 
 

World War II       
 

The entry of the United States into World War II after the bombing of Pearl Harbor (1941) required 

the drafting of thousands of young men from across the country. Many of these young men came from rural 

areas, and especially from Appalachia. As already noted (Hirschman 2021a), Appalachian folk may hate the 

Federal Government, but they love America. Enlisting in the US Armed Forces seemed to many Appalachian 

men not only patriotic, and also a good job opportunity. 
 

One of these enlistees, Doolitle Lynn, having served honorably in the US Army, returned home to 

eastern Kentucky in 1945 with a Jeep and knowledge of “the big world out there”. He then fortuitously met a 

young woman, aged 14, whose father was a coal miner with seven children. We will now take a look at how 

all these events coalesced to create a very remarkable Appalachian Woman. 
 

Coal Miner’s Daughter (1980) 
 

Coal Miner’s Daughter (1980) is based on the autobiography of county singer Loretta Lynn (Lynn 

2002/1993), spanning the years from age 13 to age 45 in Loretta’s life. The film opens with a young girl, 

Loretta Webb, riding a mule along a dirt path in a desolate Appalachian “holler” (valley). The time is late fall, 

the leaves have fallen and the air is cold. She is on her way to pick-up her father. 
 

Ted Lynn, Loretta’s fathe, is a coal miner in a nearby company mine. He looks old, but is actually 

only around 40. At this time, coal mining was not mechanized and men worked with picks, shovels and 

dynamite in long dark tunnels (coal seams) to hack out the coal and then load it onto a conveyer belt carrying 

it to the outside. Most miners suffered from inhaling coal dust (i.e., black lung disease), and also from a 

variety of muscle and bone problems due to the cramped quarters in which they worked. Despite these 

hardships, Loretta’s father is a very loving and protective man. He and his wife, Clary (Clara), have seven 

children, of which Loretta is the second oldest.  
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Most of the miners live in rough wood cabins in the coal camps; however, the Webb family has its 

own land and a two-story clapboard cabin with a porch.  The cabin, despite being heated by a wood stove and 

having no electricity, is well-kept and the children are well cared for. The cabin also has a battery-powered 

radio the family uses to listen to the Grand Old Opry broadcast each Saturday night. Loretta’s mother clogs to 

the songs. 
 

 
Caption: The Lynn family on their front porch.  
 

One day, Loretta rides the mule to the coal camp to pick up her father; he has ordered new shoes for 

the family from the company store. A young Appalachian man fresh out of the Army, Doolittle Lynn, arrives 

at the store with his red Jeep. He takes bets from the miners, who have just been paid, that he can drive the 

Jeep to the top of a huge slag heap outside the store. Most have never seen a four-wheel drive vehicle and 

Doolittle has a reputation as a wild-ass, so bets are made. Doolittle makes it up the debris hill and wins the 

bets. Loretta watches him in amazement. 
 

In many ways, this one scene captures the spirit of the entire narrative. Doolittle Lynn has seen the 

outside world and he wants to be part of it. Loretta Webb is impressed by a man who would take such chances 

and have such bravado, when most of the men she encounters are beaten down and bone weary. Despite their 

ten year age difference – and the strong opposition of her parents – the two begin “courtin.’”  
 

In about six weeks, they decide to marry. The wedding takes place in a small, white chapel with no 

guests. Mr. Lynn arrives to give permission for the marriage (Loretta is only 14). He tells Doo, “Don’t you 

ever hit my girl and don’t you ever take her away from here”. Doo agrees. Within a few weeks he has broken 

the first promise and within a year, the second one falls, as well. 
 

After marrying Loretta, Doo takes a job as a coal miner, which he detests. The couple live in a rented 

house in town. Loretta is not competent at cooking, cleaning, sewing or sex. (Their wedding night is much 

like a rape; she has no comprehension of sexuality). Doo is frustrated and slaps Loretta – she reminds him of 

his promise to her father. The couple briefly separate, until Loretta discovers she is pregnant. Doo tells her, 

“Well, looks like we finally found something you can do”. 
 

Doo ventures to Washington state where he works as a lumber machine operator, skills he learned in 

the Army. He sends money to Kentucky so Loretta can take the train to be with him. Her father sorrowfully 

says farewell to her at the train station. (Doo has now broken his second promise to Loretta’s father). 
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Over the next four years, the couple has five children. (Apparently they knew nothing of birth 

control…). But Doo is a hard worker and supports the family well; they have a two-story yellow frame house 

and a late model sedan automobile. Loretta has learned to cook, clean the house, sew, and grow vegetables in 

the garden. She has a talent for singing and composing which entertains her children. Doo realizes her talent is 

marketable. Venturing into a pawn shop to purchase a wedding ring for her (he did not give her one when they 

married), he instead buys her a guitar.  
 

When Doo arrives back home with the guitar, Loretta is furious, “You said you was goin’ to get me a 

weddin’ ring!”, but she soon teaches herself to play the instrument. Loretta listens avidly to the country 

singers she hears on the radio, especially those who have been successful enough to make it to the Grand Ole 

Opry. It is now the early 1950s and AM radio stations dot the country from coast to coast. The Grand Ole 

Opry has become nationally syndicated and broadcasts several shows per week (GrandOleOpry.com).  
 

One evening, Doo drives Loretta to a local honky-tonk bar. Unknown to her, he has already arranged 

for a local band to allow Loretta to sing on stage with them. She panics when she realizes she will have to face 

an audience, but finally gets on stage and sings ‘There He Goes”, a current hit song by Patsy Cline. The bar 

crowd is mesmerized by her singing; Doo realizes Loretta is capable of having a very successful musical 

career. (To his everlasting credit, Doolittle was willing at this point to put Loretta’s talent ahead of his own 

ego – something few American men of the 1950s would have done) 
 

In another fortuitous event, vinyl records are becoming commonly used to play music on the radio, as 

well as in private homes (TheVinlyRevivers.com). Doolittle tells Loretta, “We have to make a record and get 

you a hit song”. She responds, “Doo, how did you learn all this?’ To which he responds. “I didn’t; I’m just 

figurin’ it out as we go along”. Doo takes her to a local recording studio where Loretta again performs very 

well. The studio managers recognize her talent and assist them in getting a better back-up band. Doo takes 

photos of Loretta with her guitar and writes up a publicity release. Her career is starting to bloom, and she is 

eager to pursue it. 
 

Then Loretta’s father dies of black lung disease; she is heartbroken, sobbing, “I never got to see him 

again”. The family returns to Kentucky for the funeral. Doo, feeling enormous guilt over the loss of Loretta’s 

father, is willing to stop pushing her to perform music, if that is what she wants. Loretta responds, “I want to 

do the music Doo. I want it real bad”.  
 

Their demonstration record in hand, Doo and Loretta hit the roads of Central Appalachia with their 

kids in the back seat, stopping at as many radio stations as possible. The Lynns present themselves well: 

Loretta wears a pretty white cowgirl outfit and ‘sweet talks’ the engineers, while Doo, dressed in a sports coat 

and khaki pants, chats with the disc jockeys and provides them with free demo records and publicity materials. 

Remarkably, Loretta’s first record goes to #14 on the national country charts, and she is invited to audition at 

the Grand Ole Opry. They arrive in Nashville at the same time Patsy Cline’s song, “Crazy” is #1 nationally. 

Loretta again has pangs of fright before going on stage, but once up there, she performs a song she wrote, 

“Honky Tonk Girl”, to great applause and is invited to join the regular show.  
 

Loretta and Doo become close friends with Patsy Cline and her husband Charlie Dick, spending time 

at each others’ homes and hanging out at nightclubs in Nashville. Nashville in the 1960s is a boom town, 

resembling Las Vegas during the 1950s. Huge neon signs announce theaters, bars, restaurants and also 

parking garages and pawn shops. Money and liquor flow in torrents. Fortunes are being made by those who, 

just like Loretta and Doo and Patsy and Charlie, never had a dollar to their name when they were growing up. 

Huge new houses with huge automobiles parked in front encircle the city.  
 

But the sudden success, and fear of losing it, soon begin to damage the Lynn’s marriage. To stay ‘on 

top’ Loretta must tour continuously. This requires lengthy bus trips to distant towns, performing a concert, 

then getting back on the bus and traveling to the next location. Doolittle’s role becomes increasingly one of 

managing the business arrangements, while Loretta stands in the spotlight of fame, fearing she will eventually 

fall back to earth. Their relationship deteriorates; Loretta and Doo get into a physical fight in a parking lot 

while she and Patsy Cline are on tour. Doo quits as her manager and gets a job in Nashville as a mechanic; he 

also takes care of their children and farm. (The Lynns now live on a large estate outside Nashville; quite a 

change from the rural Kentucky valley in which Loretta was born). 
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The couple decide to remain married, and Doo (finally) gives Loretta a wedding ring, purchased with 

his own money. Then a horrific tragedy occurs: Patsy Cline, Loretta’s best friend and touring partner, dies in 

an airplane crash in Tennessee while returning from a benefit concert. The loss of her best friend and 

estrangement from her husband result in Loretta spending most of her time “on the road” during the next few 

years. 
 

Her records sell millions of copies internationally and the family becomes remarkably wealthy, yet 

Loretta often feels lonely and depressed. She becomes addicted to the pain killers used for her migraine 

headaches. When Loretta finally arrives back home after a lengthy tour, her health – both mental and physical 

-- is precarious. Doo agrees to go back on the road with her.  However, her addiction continues, and her stage 

performances suffer as a result.  Finally, at one concert, Loretta becomes confused and confesses to the 

audience, “I can’t sing for you tonight…Things is movin’ too fast in my life. Always have.” She collapses on 

stage and Doo carries her back to the bus. They return home to Nashville where the couple design another, 

smaller house for themselves atop a hill overlooking the river; their children, now grown, remain in the main 

house.  
 

A few years later – now weaned from her prescription medications -- Loretta Lynn returns to the stage 

with a biographical song, Coal Miners Daughter. It recounts her childhood and with it she seems to make 

peace with her past. The motion picture concludes at this point in her life. However Loretta’s songwriting and 

performing continued and she incorporated several controversial topics in her music, including birth control, 

women’s rights and women’s sexuality.  
 

We turn now to a second remarkable Appalachian Woman, Patsy Cline.  
 

Sweet Dreams (1985) 
 

Patsy Cline was born Virginia Patterson Hensley in 1932, the same year as Loretta Lynn, in 

Winchester, Virginia. Her mother was a seamstress and her father an abusive blacksmith. The family was poor 

and lived in a run-down section of the town, surrounded by fellow Appalachian families seeking factory work 

during the Great Depression. Patsy never attended high school; working instead as a waitress at a diner to help 

support the family (Hazen and Freeman 2001, Jones 1998, Gomery 1987). 
 

The diner was located near an AM radio station and Patsy was able to watch the singers through the 

diner windows as they performed. By another stroke of good luck, having scarlet fever at age 13 had given her 

a remarkably strong voice and vocal range. As a result, Patsy began mimicking the popular singers of the day 

as she worked.  One day after waitressing, Patsy approached the radio disc jockey and asked if she could 

perform on his show. After hearing her sing, he agreed. Her audition was a success and soon she was 

appearing as a singer in local nightclubs (Hazen and Freeman 2001, Jones 1998, Gomery 1987).  
 

The motion picture narrative, Sweet Dreams, begins at this point in Patsy Cline’s life 

(SweetDreams.IMDb.com). It is 1956 in Winchester, Virginia and Patsy is on stage at a local honky-tonk bar 

and dance hall called the Rainbow Road. She wears a sequined cowgirl outfit and white Western boots; her 

hair is dark brunette and a mass of curls. Behind her is a country band consisting of a guitar, bass, fiddle and 

drums. The band members are dressed in jeans and flannel shirts. In the audience that evening is a young 

mechanic named Charlie Dick. Though he is there with an attractive date, Charlie becomes entranced by 

Patsy’s singing. Charlie is handsome and well-dressed; he carries himself well. 
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Caption: Patsy Cline in her early honky-tonk singing days 
 

After her performance is over, Charlie asks Patsy out, but she rebuffs him, driving away with her 

mother. We learn she is married to a man named Ed Cline, an engineer who seems shy and docile. Patsy is 

clearly bored with her marriage. Next weekend, Patsy is back on stage at the Rainbow Road and again Charlie 

Dick shows up, well-dressed, handsome, and aggressive. They dance to early rock ‘n roll records, e.g.,” Be 

Bop a Lula,” playing on the juke box between her performances that night. (Juke boxes filled with 45 rpm 

vinyl records are now de rigueur in dance clubs, diners, honky-tonks and bars.) They move to the parking lot 

and slow-dance. Soon they move to Charlie’s convertible and put the top up. After a few weeks, Patsy seeks a 

divorce from her husband.  (Note that this ‘whirlwind romance’ between Patsy and Charlie is very reminiscent 

of that between Loretta and Doolittle.) 
 

The film depicts their marriage as a middle-class event. Patsy is fashionably well-dressed, as is 

Charlie. There are bridesmaids in pretty dresses and hats with flowers and white gloves. This portrayal seems 

somewhat at odds with their actual financial status, which is working class; Charlie is a machinist and Patsy’s 

career has not yet taken off. Similarly, her mother is shown as living in a well-kept, nicely furnished duplex 

apartment and driving a late model sedan. However, the couple spends their wedding night at cheap motel, 

and Charlie soon tells his friends he needs to make more money. 
 

The narrative next shows Patsy competing on a televised talent show wearing a blue-fringed cowgirl 

costume she and her mother created. She wins handily singing “I go out walkin’ after Midnight”. Her voice 

and stage presence are stunning; however, her marriage to Charlie is rocky. Much like Doolittle Lynn, he is a 

drinker and carouser, but expects Patsy to keep the house clean, iron his clothes and make delicious dinners 

every night. Meanwhile, Patsy’s first record is released and makes it to #6 on the country charts—a 

remarkable accomplishment for a novice country singer.  
 

As she makes money from singing, Patsy gains markedly more confidence; her wardrobe, hairstyle 

and general demeanor evolve from that of a backwoods country girl to a sophisticated woman. She now wears 

suits and gowns when she performs, not cowgirl outfits. 
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Charlie, sensing he is losing control of her and their marriage, enlists in the Army and is stationed in 

Fort Bragg, North Carolina. It is now 1958 and Patsy is touring across the Southeast with her band. She and 

the band are all well-dressed, drive to concerts in late model cars, and stay at good quality hotels – her honky-

tonk days are over.  Then Patsy discovers she is pregnant; she leaves the tour and goes to Ft. Bragg to live 

with Charlie until the baby is born. Once there, she again falls into the domestic role of cleaning, cooking and 

ironing. The couple often have physical fights, despite her pregnancy. Charlie begins seeing other women and 

is not present when their daughter is born. After another stormy period, they reconcile. 
 

In 1959 Patsy goes to see a professional talent manager, Randy Hughes. His office is elegant and 

well-appointed – he is clearly a high-level agent. Similarly, Patsy wears fashionable clothes and her hair is 

shorter and stylish. (Patsy Cline’s appearance both in the film and in real life was unmistakably elegant; she 

resembles female motion picture stars of the same time period, such as Elizabeth Taylor and Ava Gardner.)  
 

With Hughes’ expert management, her records soon cross over to the popular music charts, but Patsy, 

true to her roots, continues to make frequent appearances on the Grand Ole Opry. But unlike other country 

singers who usually accompany themselves on guitar or banjo, Patsy is backed during her stage and recording 

performances with a complete orchestra. It is during this time period that she meets and becomes close friends 

with Loretta Lynn. Patsy has become wealthy, but continues to do the cooking, ironing and baking to keep 

Charlie happy. Despite this, Charlie senses that his dominance in the marriage is eroding as Patsy’s success 

grows (just as Doolittle Lynne did), and he begins drinking heavily.  
 

One weekend, Patsy is out driving with a friend when her car is hit by a truck. She suffers severe head 

and facial injuries and is hospitalized for a lengthy period. Remarkably, she recovers and soon begins 

recording again. Her popularity increases dramatically, and Patsy, without consulting Charlie, purchases a 

large, elegant home for their family in Nashville, telling him, “it’s even got a dishwasher!” She also buys 

herself a new, silver Cadillac. Charlie, of course, views this behavior as emasculating and determines to get 

even. 
 

Returning from her next singing tour, Patsy arrives home to discover that Charlie and his friends 

having a party at the house. Charlie is drunk and dancing with a pretty brunette woman who resembles Patsy. 

A violent physical fight ensues between Charlie and Patsy. Charlie sinks further into alcoholism and is 

ridiculed by his friends because his wife is “supporting him”.  During another violent altercation their 

daughter sees them fighting and begins crying; the police arrive and jail Charlie for domestic violence. Both 

Patsy and Charlie are miserable.  
 

Shortly afterward, Patsy and her manager fly to Kansas to perform a benefit concert. Dressed in a 

flowing white dress, she sings her newest hit song “Having Sweet Dreams All about You” to a standing 

ovation. On the return flight to Nashville, their plane malfunctions; (it was being flown by her manager, who 

was not a licensed pilot.) In the film narrative, the plane crashes into the side of a mountain in fog. However, 

the actual crash occurred over a field in western Tennessee. All on board are killed. Patsy Cline was 30 years 

old. 
 

Had Patsy Cline not perished in that plane crash what might the rest of her life have been like? 

Probably its trajectory would have closely resembled that of her friend Loretta Lynn. She and Charlie Dick 

would likely have continued their on-again off-again marriage. Divorce during the time period was heavily 

stigmatized and women – even successful career women – often felt they ‘needed’ to have a husband. Clearly, 

Charlie was never going to evolve into a man who could accept his wife’s career success and financial 

dominance, so it is unlikely that their relationship would have improved over time. What remains completely 

remarkable, however, about Patsy Cline’s short life is the fact that she triumphed over odds that had to be 

about 1000 to one. Born poor, uneducated, already divorced at the age of 20, she managed to mark a place for 

herself in Appalachian – and American – cultural history. 
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 Caption: The real Patsy Cline onstage. 
  

The River (1985) 
 

We now come to the third of our Appalachian Woman films, The River (TheRiverIMDb, 1984). The 

narrative is set in the center of Appalachia – at the junction of Northeast Tennessee, Eastern Kentucky and 

Southwestern Virginia, about 35 miles from the setting of John Fox jr.’s Trail of The Lonseome Pine 

(Hirschman 2021a).  Most of the scenes were filmed at farms in and around Sullivan and Washington County, 

TN and the river shown is the Holston; this is the region in which the present author grew up. It is because of 

this personal knowledge, perhaps, that I view the film with a critical eye. While the issues The River raises of 

farm-loss due to indebtedness and the poverty among farm families are genuine, the arguments it presents for 

maintaining family farms are flawed and at times very misleading to viewers. Let’s take a look at the 

narrative. 
 

The story opens with a heavy rainfall over central Appalachia; the river upon which low-lying farms 

are located (i.e., those on ‘bottom land’ e.g., Alvin York (Hirschman 2021a)) often floods, causing extensive 

damage to farm buildings, washing-out corn crops, threatening livestock and wrecking homes. This flooding 

pattern is an annual threat to farms located along major Appalachian waterways and has been for centuries. It 

certainly was true in 1985 when this film was made and is even more prevalent now with the intensification of 

climate change.  
 

The narrative centers on a farm family, Tom Garvey, his wife Mae, and their young son and daughter. 

The family lives beside the river on a large farm that is the Garvey family’s ancestral home. Their house is a 

handsome, white frame, two-story Victorian-era farm house with a wide front porch. The family cemetery is 

next to the house. There is a large barn on the property, and the family raises Hereford cows, milk cows, 

chickens, goats and geese. Their main income, however, comes from field corn which they harvest and sell as 

feed to large corporations, e.g., Purina, (in the film the feed company is named Leutz Corp.). During seasons 

when the river overflows its banks, the fields are flooded, and the crop is ruined. The family must then replant 

the corn crop – and hope additional rains do not occur prior to harvest. 
 

For those readers familiar with farming, it is apparent that the farm depicted in the film is unrealistic. 

Most farms specialize either in growing crops, e.g., corn, soybeans, wheat, or livestock, e.g., Hereford cattle, 

hogs, Angus cattle, sheep. This is because specialized machinery and land are required depending upon what 

is being produced. By contrast, the Garvey farm resembles that of the children’s song “Old McDonald had a 

Farm” – it has everything! (I suspect this was done to make it more appealing to a wider, non-farm audience).  
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But moving past this inaccuracy, let’s look at Mae Garvey, the wife. She represents the positive 

stereotype of the Appalachian Woman: attractive and modest (not flashy and trashy like Daisy Mae Yokum 

or Daisy Duke (see Hirschman 2021a, 2021c)). She bakes bread and pies, milks the cows, collects eggs from 

the hens, tends to sick livestock and can even operate a tractor! Unfortunately, as we shall see, her husband, 

though handsome and strong, is not the best thinker when deciding what is best for his family.  
 

After a spring flood wipes out the regional corn crop, a state senator arrives by helicopter to survey 

the damage. He converses with Joe, the manager of the local Leutz Feed Corporation office. Their discussion 

reveals that the corporation, which owns large swathes of land in the region, plans to build a dam in 

conjunction with the Tennessee Valley Authority (Selznick 1949, Shapiro 1970, Talbert 1987). The new 

hydro-electric dam will help control flooding, provide low-cost electricity to the area and also supply 

irrigation water to farms owned by the Leutz Corporation.  
 

The downside to construction of the dam is that the farms along the river will be under water once the 

dam is built – recall the flooding of small towns caused by dam construction near Atlanta, GA in Deliverance 

(Hirschman 2021c). The farmers along the river are being offered fair market value for their property, but 

many do not want to leave because the land has been in their family for generations. The state senator and the 

corporation manager are presented as “evil” in the narrative, and as already noted in earlier discussion, the 

same resistance was present among some families living in the Tennessee Valley when the original TVA 

dams were built in the 1930s through the 1960s.  
 

Tom and his family go to the bank in town to negotiate a loan to re-plant their flooded corn crop and 

undertake barn repairs. The town shown in the film is Elizabethton, TN, which is depicted as it was then and 

is now: historic and charming, with brick buildings, sidewalks, supermarkets, retail shops and a Western Auto 

Store (although this has now been replaced by a Tractor Supply store). 
 

Tom is dressed in a sports jacket and tie for the occasion, his hair neatly combed. The bank manager 

genuinely likes Tom, but reminds Tom that he already owes over $64,000 to the bank. Tom replies that he 

“makes my payment every month”, but the manager notes that it will take many years for Tom to pay off what 

he already owes. He urges Tom to “take the decent money they (Leutz Corporation) are offering you and start 

over someplace else”. Tom refuses and stalks out of the bank. Outside his children ask him for ice cream 

money: he first refuses them, then finally gives them a few dollars. 
 

The truck the family drives – their only vehicle – is in bad shape and Tom cannot afford to make the 

needed repairs, much less purchase a new one. His wife Mae loves Tom dearly, but she realizes they cannot 

continue to accrue debt. Of the two, Mae is shown to be much more intelligent, even-tempered, and able to 

compromise than Tom. Tom – similar to Patsy Cline’s husband Charlie Dick – is hot tempered and impulsive. 

(In other words, he is the negative stereotype of the Appalachian Man). 
 

To raise money, Tom takes some of his farm equipment to an auction in town. This scene in the film 

shows dozens of farm families – broke and desperate—selling their equipment and household furnishings at 

auction, reminiscent of the Dust Bowl Years in the Midwest during the 1930s. That catastrophe was also 

caused by weather, in that case a long-lasting drought, as well as farmland mis-management. The Luetz 

Corporation has sent its well-dressed buyers to the auction to scoop-up desirable land parcels; these ‘corporate 

men’ are contrasted in the film narrative with the worn-down, worn-out farm families, who are clad in old 

overalls, flannel shirts and jeans.  
 

We learn that the Leutz Corporation is also using financial manipulation to force the hold-out farms to 

sell. They offer purposely low prices for harvested feed grain from the hold-out farms, resulting in less income 

for the farmers. (A side story in the narrative is that the Leutz store manager, Joe, has a long-term crush on 

Mae; thus he is strongly motivated to ruin Tom in the hope that Mae will divorce Tom and marry him. 

However, she is a loyal wife and rejects his overtures.) 
 

Tom’s luck continues to decline. His tractor catches fire, and he is unable to afford the parts needed to 

repair it; their horse becomes ill and dies, because they cannot afford to call the veterinarian. In desperation, 

Tom takes a factory job as a ‘scab’ (a non-union worker) at a nearby union shop, where the workers are 

currently on strike. The ‘scab’ workers are required to remain in the factory both day and night in order to 

avoid the violent picket-lines of striking union workers outside. The factory foremen are depicted as harsh and 

abusive; the working conditions are dangerous and dirty.  
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Tom works hard and sends money home to Mae for food and bills. Mae, meanwhile, must operate the 

farm by herself. One day she is using a broken-down cultivator and becomes impaled on one of the blades. 

Trapped and bleeding in the middle of the field, she is unable to call for help. In a stroke of Appalachian 

Woman genius, Mae incites their Hereford bull to ram the cultivator, freeing her. She then drives the 

cultivator back to the house and calls 911. Joe, the Luetz store manager, picks her up from the hospital after 

she is treated and drives her home. He tells her he loves her and asks her to divorce Tom and marry him, but 

she refuses.  
 

A few weeks later, the strike at the factory is settled and the union workers come back for their jobs. 

Tom and his fellow “scabs” must walk through their picket line and be spit upon by union worker families. 

Tom returns home, and the family tends their new corn crop. The Leutz Corporation purchasing agent offers 

Tom a low price for his crop, claiming the grain is too damp. Tom, realizing that Joe is likely behind the low 

offer, goes to the Leutz headquarters and confronts him. Joe is in a meeting with TVA officials and 

politicians; all are dressed in business suits. Joe leaves the meeting to talk to Tom and shows him a table-sized 

model of the proposed new dam, explaining how the electricity will be generated and that well-paying jobs 

will be created by incoming businesses. Tom angrily smashes the model and storms out of the building. 
 

Another severe storm arrives and threatens to flood Tom and Mae’s new corn crop, which is almost 

ready for harvesting. Tom and some nearby farmers use tractors to construct a levee to protect Tom’s field. 

However, Joe then arrives with local workmen he has hired to destroy the levee. (These men are local 

unemployed farmers). Tom threatens them with a shotgun, and they back off. (Note the reversed moral 

parallel here between Tom taking the non-union factory job and these local unemployed men taking the Leutz 

job.) Joe then increases his offer to all the farmers present an additional $10,000 for their land and full prices 

for their corn crops. In return, Tom shoots Joe’s Jeep with his shotgun.  
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Caption: An idealized Appalachian country kitchen and mother in The River. Note the home preserved foods 

in glass jars 
 

At the end of the narrative, Tom and Mae’s corn crop is saved and sells for a good price. Their two 

children sit atop the pile of harvested corn and shout, “We’re gonna’ be rich now!” The ugly truth, however, is 

that they won’t be. The Garvey’s are still $64,000 in debt, own a farm that floods frequently, and have broken-

down farm equipment they cannot afford to repair or replace. Personally, I would prefer that films such as this 

one not be made – they intend to represent down-trodden rural workers, but instead end up portraying them as 

stubborn, stupid ne’er-do-wells. The choices made by Tom are immature, irresponsible, violent and poorly 

reasoned; they negatively impact his wife and children. They also serve to reinforce existing negative 

stereotypes about Appalachian people – especially Appalachian Men. Mae, on the other hand, demonstrates 

the tenacity, creativity and emotional strength of the Appalachian Woman. Unfortunately for herself and 

especially her children, she chooses to stay with a man who is more committed to preserving his pride than his 

family’s welfare. 
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Caption: Coal miners leave the mine at the end of their shift in Matewan. 
 

Matewan (1987) 
 

And now we turn to one of the most brilliant, realistic and moving films ever made about Appalachia 

and its people: Matewan (MatewanIMDb1987).  
 

During the period 1920 – 1922 there were repeated and very violent conflicts between Appalachian 

coal miners who were attempting to unionize for higher wages and safer working conditions and Appalachian 

coal company operators who were intent on preventing them from doing so (see e.g., Matewan Massacre 

Home Page, Matewan Massacre National Park Service). These conflicts were especially prevalent in southern 

West Virginia. 
 

Recall from earlier articles in this series (Hirschman 2021a,b), that Appalachian coal deposits were 

formed millions of years ago when surface land folded up on itself, trapping and compressing layers of 

vegetation. This entombed vegetation turned slowly to coal in deposits ranging from a few feet to over a mile 

below the newly-formed Appalachian mountain surfaces. Appalachian coal had been dug and used for fuel as 

early as the 1300s by Native Americans (Hirschman 2021a).  But the extraordinary surge in demand for coal 

arrived during the mid to late 1800s, as factories sprang up in the Northeastern United States. The 

manufacture of steel and powering ocean-going steam ships, steam locomotives and household heating 

required tons of coal annually (Hirschman 2021a).  
 

In the late 1800s there was an influx of immigration from Eastern Europe, e.g., Russia, Poland and 

Southern Europe, especially Italy, to the United States. Many of these newcomers arrived not speaking 

English and having occupational skills only suitable for manual labor; as a result, they were often moved in 

large groups to areas of the country requiring low-paid labor -- the coal fields of Central Appalachia were just 

such a site (MatewanMassacreHomepage.com).  Similarly, newly freed Black laborers and their families also 

were sent by train to coal mining areas. These two groups of ‘outsiders’ often created friction in competition 

for coal mining jobs with the Appalachian residents who tended to be suspicious of the newly arrived 

‘foreigners’.  
 

As noted earlier (Hirschman 2021a), this incited ill-feeling and often outright violence among the 

diverse groups of laborers working in the coal towns. Blacks and Italians were seen as taking jobs – for lower 

pay – than the resident population of Central Appalachia.  
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Working and living conditions in the Appalachian coal region were extremely difficult. As we already 

encountered in “Coal Miner’s Daughter”, men who worked in the mines were often injured or killed, suffered 

from debilitating exposure to coal dust, were paid subsistence wages and had to make their purchases of 

mining supplies, food and other household items at the company store. The company stores charged the men 

inflated prices, and the rent on their run-down coal company housing was many times the market value. Often, 

the entire town in which they lived and worked was owned by the coal company. One of these towns was 

Matewan, West Virginia. 
 

The motion picture Matewan is a slightly fictionalized account of the coal miners’ strike and violent 

management reprisal that occurred in that town in 1920. Director John Sayles does a brilliant job of depicting 

the various stakeholders in the upheaval and also presents the most accurate and vivid images we have seen 

thus far of Appalachian life during this time period. The narrative opens inside a coal mine as a miner uses a 

pick axe to hack at a wall of coal. The only light comes from his head-helmet lantern; there are no overhead 

lamps, no ventilation and no ceiling supports. The only sounds are water dripping and the hacking of the 

pickaxe.  Farther down the shaft, a second miner is preparing to dynamite a far wall and shouts out, “Fire in 

the hole”.  
 

As noted earlier in Coal Miner’s Daughter, other than illegal liquor making and subsistence farming, 

mining is the primary revenue source for families in Central Appalachia during this time period. A narrator’s 

voice in the Appalachian dialect informs us that, “(It) were 1920 in bloody Mingo County. The men here are 

paid by the ton and paid in company script which they got to spend at the Coal Company store”.  
 

The narrative then shifts to the landscape outside the mine. Amidst a series of beautiful, verdant 

mountains with fast creeks flowing at the bottom lies the small town of Matewan, West Virginia. It is 

accessible only by the train tracks which carry supplies and passengers in from the outside world (recall Trail 

of the Lonesome Pine (Hirschman 2021a)), and then carry coal to the outside world. It has been this way for 

over 50 years. 
 

But times are changing. Post World War I, the entire country – and indeed all of Europe – is in social, 

economic and political turmoil. Britain is no longer the international power it once had been under Queen 

Victoria; France and Germany lie in ruins, and much of the Mediterranean region is teeming with migrants. In 

Russia, the czar has been overthrown and the country is undergoing a series of revolutions and counter-

revolutions. The Red Threat of Communism – and its link to organized labor -- was on the minds of many 

American politicians and business leaders. Further, the American Civil War had concluded only 45 years 

earlier and hundreds of thousands of now-free Blacks are seeking work in the factories of the North and in 

mining.  
 

From the perspective of the coal company operators, Blacks and other displaced persons, especially 

Italians, were financially attractive assets. They were deemed to be more docile than white Appalachian men 

and would work for wages even lower than those paid to their present labor force. Of great concern to these 

same coal company executives, however, was the arrival of “Bolshevik ideas” in the coal fields; workers in 

many industries were now seeking to organize into unions and negotiate for higher wages and better working 

conditions. All of these countervailing forces combined to create a highly combustible situation in the little 

town of Matewan.  
 

The narrative shows us the arrival of a freight train carrying Black workers in cattle cars. They are 

deposited outside of town and immediately attacked by local white miners. The Blacks jump back on the train 

and make it into town. Arriving on the same train is Joe Kenehan, a United Mine Workers union organizer. 
 

Also recently arrived in town is a group of Italian families (“dagos” to the Appalachian natives) who 

are seeking work as miners. As if this weren’t enough fuel to start a conflagration, two strike-busting 

Baldwin-Felts detectives hired by the Stone Mountain Coal Company (which owns the Matewan mine and 

town) arrive in their Model T automobile, having just driven over from Roanoke, Virginia. (Both Baldwin and 

Felts who founded the strike-busting agency are from Southwest Virginia and earn their living by brutally 

enforcing coal company actions against their fellow Appalachian dwellers).  
 

Joe Kenehan’s assigned task is to encourage this mixed set of workers to join the United Mine 

Workers Union and then go on strike against the coal company in order to obtain higher wages. He begins by 

talking to the leaders among the white miners; they are interested in joining the union, but “don’t want no 

niggers or dagos here”. Joe then goes and talks with the leader of the Black workers, he agrees to meet with 

the white miners and tells them, “I didn’t come here for no trouble, but a man’s gotta’ eat”.  
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Gradually, the two groups find a common ground. The film’s director, John Sayles, creates an 

emotionally moving metaphor by having this occur as the white miners are playing guitars and fiddles on the 

front porches of their shanty-houses and are joined by Blacks playing harmonicas. Together they can create 

harmony. 
 

The sheriff of Matewan, Sid Hatfield (yes, that was his real name, and he was from the Hatfield 

family), initially opposes the unionization efforts. He is conservative and not inclined toward what he views as 

“Red” activities. Two women also have key roles in the narrative. One, Bridey, is a pretty young woman 

whose husband died in a mine explosion a few years earlier. She has developed emotional problems and sits 

forlornly at the train depot each day waiting to see who arrives. When the Baldwin-Felts men show up, they 

insult both her: “you’re trash” and the town, “this place is a shithole”.  
 

A second woman, whose husband was killed in the same mine explosion, runs the town’s only 

boarding house. It is a handsome two-story white clapboard structure, well-kept and well-furnished. Her 

teenaged son helps her run the hotel and is also a lay preacher. When Joe asks the son what kind of churches 

they have in Matewan, the boy tells him: “Baptist -- Hard-shell Baptist, Soft-shell Baptist and Missionary 

Baptist”. (These are all actual regional Baptist denominations). The evening meal at the hotel is a formal affair 

with ladies in nice dresses and men in suits and ties; food is served on china plates and water in crystal 

glasses. (Notably, this is period-appropriate behavior and kudos to John Sayles for not depicting the usual 

Appalachian squalor.) 
 

In a key scene, the Black and Italian miners are being transported under armed guard by the Baldwin-

Felts men to work a night shift as ‘scabs’ in the mine. They are confronted by the white miners, who have just 

been fired for joining the union. But instead of entering the mine, the Blacks and Italians decide instead to join 

the union. Now all the workers – white, Black, Italian – are striking and the mine is idle. The coal company 

fires and evicts the entire set of workers from their rented shanties, confiscates their furniture and tools, and 

garnishes their wages. The workers, supported by the union, create a tent city in a field just outside of 

Matewan. 
 

Now they learn that the union can also be deceptive. Although Joe Kenehan is genuinely committed to 

their strike, he explains that the persons running the United Mine Workers Union have “many strikes already 

going across the county.” The Union Relief Fund, which is used to support miners who are on strike, is “very 

low on funds” and Joe does not know when – or even if – the union will send support money to the miners. 

One of the leaders among the miners asks him, “They won’t send us money unless they think we can win this 

strike, right?” Joe admits this is correct. 
 

The next day, someone, likely one of the strikers, damages the mine with a pipe bomb. The Baldwin-

Felts detectives respond by attacking the miners’ tent encampment. The strikers retaliate by shooting at the 

detectives from the forest. Sid Hatfield, the sheriff, sides with the miners, but still does not support the union. 

Instead, he engages in an attempt to discredit Joe by making it appear that Joe has raped Bridey; but this fails 

when the boarding house woman’s son preaches a sermon exposing the false claim.  
 

 
Caption: Miner’s family home in Matewan. 
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Meanwhile, the miners and their families are desperate for food and fuel. Two teenaged boys attempt 

to steal coal near the mine; one is caught and his throat is slit by the Baldwin-Felts detectives. At the boy’s 

funeral, Sheriff Hatfield finally supports the strikers and orders the Baldwin-Felts strike-breakers out of 

Matewan. Later that same day, shooting breaks out in the town. At the end of the day Joe Kenehan, the union 

organizer, and ten other men lie dead on the railroad tracks.  
 

As in an Appalachian motion picture discussed earlier in this series of studies, Where the Red Fern 

Grows (Hirschman 2021b), there is no ‘happy ending’ to this story. Indeed, over the course of Appalachian 

history there have been few happy endings. Yet somehow, against all odds, the spirit of the people dwelling 

here revives itself with each generation. Below is presented a historical account of the 1920s Coal Wars in 

West Virginia. 
 

During the outset of what became known as the West Virginia coal wars, the trouble centered in the 

towns along Paint and Cabin Creeks in Kanawha County. This strikers demanded better pay and working 

conditions, the right to trade where they pleased rather than being forced to buy from company-owned stores, 

and recognition of the United Mine Workers (UMW) as their union.. 

 

 
Paint Creek, West Virginia Strikers. 

 

The mining companies, refusing to meet the workers’ demands, hired Baldwin-Felts agents to guard 

the mines and act as strikebreakers. When the agents arrived many of the miners either left or were evicted 

from the company houses they had been renting from the coal companies. They moved into temporary camps 

supported by the Union. The strike resulted in machine-gun warfare and a state of martial law declared by the 

West Virginia governor. 
 

The Battle of Matewan began in 1920 after hundreds more miners became unionized. Again, Baldwin 

Felts agents were sent to evict the miners’ families. The Matewan mayor and the police chief sided with the 

miners and the resulting shootout led to ten men’s deaths. 
 

 
                              West Virginia Miners with guns. 
 

In 1921, the coal wars came to a bloody climax at the Battle of Blair Mountain. After mine company 

agents assassinated Mayor Sid Hatfield on the steps of the McDowell County Courthouse, thousands of armed 

pro-union miners marched into Logan County in late August.  

 

https://www.legendsofamerica.com/paint-creek-cabin-creek-strike/
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The men planned to walk 60 miles to Mingo County, where they would free striking miners arrested 

after the West Virginia governor declared martial law. To get there, they had to cross Blair Mountain, a high 

ridge defended by the anti-union Logan County Sheriff Don Chafin. When the miners arrived in Logan 

County, they were attacked by state militia, police, and company agents with machine guns and makeshift 

bombs dropped from rented aircraft. The violent struggle claimed the lives of 100 men and only ended when 

President Warren Harding sent in 2,500 federal troops. Once the US military intervened, the miners laid down 

their weapons. Apart from the Civil War, Blair Mountain is the largest armed insurrection in American history 

(www.legendsofamerica.com/west-virginia-mine-wars). 
 

Coal mining runs like a dark ominous seam through the history of Appalachia. We will again encounter its 

impact in other films and television shows in later decades. But Matewan best communicates the role of coal 

as both a blessing and a curse for the Region and its people. 
 

 
Caption: Union organizer Joe Kenehan arrives in Matewan. Note the multiple railroad tracks and the coal 

loader above the tracks. These are still present in towns across Appalachia. Retail stores were located 

directly in front of the tracks in many Appalachian coalfield towns. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 

The present study has reinforced some prior archetypic and stereotypic images of Appalachia. Most 

importantly, it has highlighted the capacity of Appalachian Women to overcome great odds in order to achieve 

personal goals. We will see this trait expanded as we move into the 1990s-2000s period of motion picture and 

television presentations about Appalachia. However, the portrayal of Appalachian men did not fare very well 

during the 1980s, as we have documented. The three husbands of the Appalachian Women were shown to be 

violent, stubborn and often unfaithful. Despite this, their wives chose to “stand by their man” through the bad 

periods, perhaps because of social pressure or a misguided sense of loyalty. This too will be altered in the 

future decade. 
 

The final film about Appalachia released during the 1980s, Matewan, recounted the ongoing tendency 

of the state and Federal governments to ignore the valid needs of Appalachian miners to have safe, well-

paying, and stable employment. These governments turned their backs on the violence done to their citizenry 

by the much smaller wealthy class of mine owners. They ignored the harsh working conditions creating the 

physical, financial and familial damage which often led to early deaths for Appalachian residents. 
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